
MIDPHOT 2022 

Annual Audio-Visual Competition 
Message from Competition Organiser – Alastair Taylor ARPS DPAGB/AV 

STOP PRESS 
The 2022 Competition will take place on-line. 

 
To participate, visit:  https://www.mcpf.co.uk/av-competitions/ 

 

At a Glance … 

Date of Competition Saturday 29 January 2022 
 

Final Date for Entries Midnight on Saturday 15 January 2022 
 

Key contact for information  Alastair Taylor 
Email midphotavcomp@gmail.com 
Telephone 01952 550398 
 

How to enter The competition rules, entry forms, payment arrangements 
and entry details are available at: 
https://midphotav.blogspot.com/  
or from 
https://www.mcpf.co.uk/av-competitions/ 
 

 

Competition Awards and Prizes … 

Entrants can win awards and prizes for their entries in either the “Open AV” or “Photo 
Harmony” sections. In addition, there is the much sought after “Audience Popular Vote” – the 
one everyone want to win! 

Open AV Competition Winner – Tom Prince Trophy 
Winner and Runner Up – MCPF Medals 
Highly Commended (3X) – MCPF Ribbon  
 

Photo Harmony Winner – Howard and Carole Bagshaw Trophy 
Winner and Runner Up – MCPF Medals 
Highly Commended (3X) – MCPF Ribbon 
 

Audio Visual Excellence  The Andrew. N. Gagg Award  
(For narrative, including writing, delivery, fluency & 
expressiveness) 
 

Audience Popular Vote Martin Fry Trophy 
 

 



The Judges … 

 

Andrew. N. Gagg FRPS from Worcester  

Andrew’s been a keen photographer from the age of eleven, although he came late to the 
world of AV, having been busy for much of his working life at the BBC and in many different 
live theatres before that. Making up for lost time, he has produced a handful of winning 
sequences in his own inimitably varied style, always deeply personal and always as highly 
polished as he can make them.  

It goes without saying that top quality photography and sound are of the essence, but he 
also sets great store by the presentation of his sequences, convinced of the importance of 
good graphics and meaningfully delivered narration. 

 

Bryan Stubbs ARPS from Leeds 

I started making AVs about 18 years ago at a time when slide sound sequences were slowly 
being overtaken by digital. I have only ever made digital AVs. The medium appealed to me 
straight away as a means of giving meaning to my photography. I’ve been a keen 
photographer for as long as I remember. To me AV is about storytelling whether it be with a 
voice over or not. The audio is as important as the images. 

I’ve been secretary of Leeds AV group for too many years, about 15 or so and Yorkshire 
organizer for the RPS AV group for about 13 years. I’ve been a judge for several AV 
competitions including the RPS Nationals and twice for the Great Northern and am looking 
forward to being part of the judging team for the Midphot AV competition. 

Judging can never be a truly logical process. We all come to it with our own likes and 
dislikes, and I feel privileged to be asked to comment on other people’s work. 

 

Jeff Mansell CPAGB/AV from Blythe Bridge 

I have been taking photographs for 60 years, starting with my dad's box camera. I saw my 
first audio visual in 1985 produced by a member of my camera club. This inspired me to 
have a go and I showed my first audio visual sequence there in 1986, using separate hand-
controlled projectors and live narration. I continued to make them using slide/tape, and later 
digitally and had some success in regional competitions.  

I joined Wilmslow Guild AV group in 1999, becoming a member of the committee in 2005. I 
enjoy making sequences with other people and have had some success nationally. I gained 
my CPAGB AV in 2015.  I have experience judging both local and national competitions. 

I enjoy making documentaries, so I will be looking for good compact scripts, the right choice 
of music, if used, good quality photography and a well-structured production. 

 

 

 

 



New in 2022 … 

In the 2022 Competition, we have a new award for narrative, including writing, delivery, 
fluency & expressiveness. This award has been donated by one of this year’s judges and 
2021 Competition winner Andre. N. Gagg FRPS. This is likely to be a much sough after 
trophy and is at the heart of Audio-Visual Excellence. 

 

 

Finally … 

The competition in 2021 took us by surprise with the highest number of entries for many a 
year – so much so that we had to have an extra judging session on the Friday evening. 

With a return to normal, lets hope for a record number of entries and some top-class entries. 
With all that time you have had at home during the past eighteen months, you have had 
plenty of time to give it a go 

The winner of the 2021 Photo Harmony Competition was a first-time entrant and relatively 
new to the wonder world of Audio Visual where you will always be among a friendly and fun 
bunch of likeminded individuals. 

If you haven’t given it a go, now is the time … 

We look forward to welcoming you to the 2022 event whether an entrant of a member of the 
audience. 


